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The methods consist of the following as described in the 2014 Test Integrity Flagging 
Methodology:1 

1) Wrong to Right (WTR) Erasures - Erasures occur for at least three reasons: rethinking, 
misalignment or irregularities. Therefore, high numbers of WTR erasures by themselves 
do not indicate testing irregularities, but may warrant further investigation. Testing 
Groups are flagged when there is a large number of  WTR erasures as compared to the 
state average.    

2) Achievement Metrics – This method is divided into four sub-methods. Each sub-method 
is independent of the other; therefore it only takes one of the sub-methods to flag a testing 
group. 

a. Test Score Growth - SGPs, or student growth percentiles, are produced by a 
model that measures academic growth by comparing groups of students with 
similar test score history. These are produced at the student-subject level. SGPs 
range from 0 to 11, and higher values indicate more growth relative to similarly 
performing students. Testing Groups with growth from 2013 to 2014 that is 
greater or equal to 4 standard deviations above the state growth from 2013 to 
2014 are flagged. 

b. Test Score Drop - Similar to test score growth described above, the test score drop 
looks at extraordinary declines in student scores from 2013 to 2014. Testing with 
a test score drop from 2013 to 2014 that is greater or equal to 4 standard 
deviations below the state mean drop are flagged. 

c. Question Type Comparison (QTC) - QTC measures differences in performance 
between multiple choice questions and constructive response items. Significant 
differences in QTC performance will trigger a testing group flag.    

d. Person-Fit Analysis - This model measures the likelihood of an examinee’s 
response pattern given their estimated ability level. Testing Groups with unusual 
response patterns greater than or equal to 4 standard deviations above the state 
mean are flagged. 

OSSE also selected certain schools for investigation if test materials, including question 
booklets, answer booklets, or instruction CDs were identified to be missing. In addition, due to 
the requirements of the Testing Integrity Act of 2013, OSSE selected certain testing groups for 
investigation based on a random selection.2 
 
Test Administrator 1’s testing group was flagged for a large number of WTR erasures in Math as 
well as Person Fit in Math when compared to the state average. The average WTR erasures for 
                                                 
 
1  2014 Test Integrity Flagging Methodology. 

2  Testing Integrity Act of 2013, Title II, Sec. 201(c).   
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Our investigation revealed one possible testing violation related to the administration of the 2014 
DC CAS – 1) The provision of unauthorized accommodations by Test Administrator 1.  This 
possible violation is described in detail in the following section of this report. 
 
During our investigation, a student also recalled receiving an unapproved accommodation, 
however the team was able to confirm that the allegation was without merit. Student 1C stated 
that Test Administrator 1 “read and explained the questions” and provided additional guidance 
that helped  identify answers during the Reading section of the 2014 DC CAS. Based on our 
review of the accommodations data provided by DCPS and the test score information provided 
by OSSE, the team was able to confirm that Student 1C did not receive a Reading score and was 
exempt from taking the Reading section of the exam.   
 
With regards to the nine missing test booklets, Admin 1 strongly believed that all the materials 
were returned to the vendor right after testing. As support, we received copies of the following: 

1) Admin 1’s response to OSSE regarding the nine missing test booklets detailing if each 
booklet was used or unused. If the test booklet was used, the assigned Test Administrator for 
each test booklet was provided.  

2) School Security Checklist for the missing   Composition test booklet4 indicating, 
by Test Book Security Number, that the booklet was used as a teachers copy for a testing 
group with accommodations and was properly signed out and signed in on the relevant 
testing day. 

3) School Security Checklist for the missing   Reading and Math test booklet5 
indicating, by Test Book Security Number, that the booklet was properly signed out and 
signed in on the relevant testing days. 

4) School Security Checklist for the four missing High School Biology test booklets6 
indicating, by Test Book Security Number, that each of the four booklets were properly 
signed out and signed in on the relevant testing day. 

5) School Security Checklist for the missing High School Science test booklet7 indicating, by 
Test Book Security Number, that the booklet was properly signed out and signed in on the 
relevant testing day. 
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6) School Security Checklist for the missing   Reading and Math test booklet8 
indicating, by Test Book Security Number, that the booklet unused. 

7) School Security Checklist for the missing   Science test booklet9 indicating, by 
Test Book Security Number, that the booklet was properly signed out and signed in on 
the relevant testing day. 

8) A Manna Freight Systems Delivery Manifest dated April 11, 2014, indicating that seventeen 
cartons were picked up. Admin 2 claimed that all of the nine missing booklets were included 
in these packages. 

9) DC CAS Test Materials Letter of Verification signed by Admin 1 on June 13, 2014. 

In  response to OSSE regarding the missing test booklets, Admin 1 claimed that the missing  
 Reading and Math test booklet10 was unused and that the   Science test booklet11 was 

properly signed out and signed in on the relevant testing day; however the checklists for these 2 
booklets were not located at the school. DCPS subsequently provided the School Security Checklists 
for these missing booklets which confirmed the school’s assertion that the missing   
Reading and Math test booklet  was unused and that the   Science test booklet  was properly 
signed out and signed in on the relevant testing day. As a result of the supporting documentation 
provided by the LEA and the school, the team was able to verify the chain of custody of the missing 
materials. 

VI. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF POSSIBLE TESTING VIOLATIONS  
A. Providing Unauthorized Test Accommodations  

Student 1B remembered the Test Administrator reading the Math questions out loud to the 
testing group. Students 1A and 1C also stated that the Test Administrator read the Math 
questions aloud to the students in the classroom during the 2014 DC CAS.  The team confirmed 
that although this was an approved accommodation for Students 1A and 1C, it was not an 
approved accommodation for Student 1B. 

Test Administrator 1 was the Assigned Test Administrator for Students 1A, 1B and 1C; however 
during the interviews, Student 1B recalled that  math teacher, not Test Administrator 1, was 
the adult present during the 2014 DC CAS and Student 1A recalled that Teacher 1 was the adult 
present in the testing room. 
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12  Referred to in the Testing Integrity Act Sec. 103(a)(1)(B) as Testing Integrity and Security Agreements. 






